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AN ACT
RENEWING FOR ANOTHER TWENTY-FIVE (25) YEARS THE FRANCHISE 
GRANTED TO ABC DE\ ELOPMENT CORPORATION, PRESENTLY KNOWN AS 
TVS NETWORK, INC., AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7831 
ENTITLED, “AN ACT GRANTING ABC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION UNDER 
BUSINESS NAME ‘ASSOCIATED BROADCASTING COMPANY,’ A FRANCHISE TO 
CONSTRUCT, INSTALL, OPERATE AND MAINTAIN RADIO AND TELEVISION 
BROADCASTING STATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES”

Explanatory Note

ABC Development Corporation (ABC), presently known as TVS Network, Inc., was 
founded and established in 1960 by publisher and activist, Joaquin “Chino” P. Roces. Since its 
early years, the station has consistently produced a lineup of shows that has endeared ABC to its 
loyal Filipino viewers and was even recognized as one of the top TV networks.

When Martial Law was declared by former President Marcos, ABC was shut down and 
its founder, Chino Roces, was among the first to be ordered arrested and detained. ABC would 
remain closed during the Martial Law years and would only reopen with the help of an investor 
who bought majority stake of the company six (6) years after the EDSA Revolution in 1983. By 
that time, two (2) broadcast networks have dominated the airwaves through their aggressive and 
enormous market power namely ABS-CBN and GMA Network. ABC was poised to challenge 
these two network giants but with the overwhelming dominance of the two networks, ABC 
experienced difficulties that resulted in ownership changes in the next two decades. However, 
these challenges did not prevent ABC, later renamed TVS, from producing an array of shows 
that deliver accurate and well-balance-news, wholesome viewing, patriotic programs, sports 
programs that showcase amazing Filipino athletic talents and other news and entertainment 
programs.

Despite the growing popularity of social media, television still remains as a preferred 
mass medium in our provinces and other far-flung areas. It is enshrined in our Constitution that 
science and technology are essential for national development and progress,1 In this regard, ABC 
has remained steadfast in its commitment to reach out to as many Filipinos as possible by 
delivering their quality core programs closer to our countrymen by taking advantage of emerging 
broadcast technologies.
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